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dear reader,

PAGE 2editorial

Regardless of whether you are a supplier or end product manufacturer, an importer or 
retailer, ensuring safety and high levels of quality throughout your supply chain should 
always be one of your top priorities. The way your supply chain functions impacts 
not only your product and your reputation, but also the environment, the lives of 
consumers and also that of the people who work within your supply chain. 

This new ConsumeR CompaCT presents you various ways of improving supply 
chain efficiency throughout various industries, helping you save resources without 
sacrificing quality and safety. 

see the range of sGs services designed for consumer products at: www.sgs.com/cts

sGs CTs marketing Team
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enSuring Socially reSponSible 
behaviour in the Supply chain
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While the expansion of global trade has created affordable products, produced new business opportunities, 
and helped some regions develop, it has also brought about its share of issues. From the early 2000s, reports 
of labour abuse in the factories where their goods were manufactured have affected the reputation, sales and 
profitability of large global brands and resulted in an increase in consumer awareness over labour standards. 
Today, not only consumers, but investors and stakeholders at large, expect organisations to respect labour 
standards and behave in a socially responsible manner.

implementing codeS of conduct 
throughout the Supply chain

Guaranteeing acceptable conditions in 
a global supply chain can be a complex 
challenge. Developing countries are at 
different stages of industrialisation and 
in some regions good practices are only 
beginning to emerge. as part of their 
efforts to demonstrate ethical practices, 
many large companies and global brands 
are integrating codes of conduct and 
guidelines into their corporate cultures 
and management systems. Through 
these, corporations are making demands 
on their suppliers (facilities, farms, 
subcontracted services such as cleaning, 
canteen, security etc.) and verifying, 
through social audits, that they are 
complying with the required standard. 

Today, thousands of corporate codes 
of conduct exist, the majority of which 
are based on the International Labour 
organisation (ILo) conventions. These 
codes of conduct and standards are 
usually the result of intense negotiation 
between interested stakeholders and 
strongly reflect the organisations that 
developed them. suppliers however 
often express concern at the multiplicity 
of audits and duplication of effort, 
which may contribute to hindering 
the improvement of conditions in the 
workplace. In order to minimize this, 
the trend has been for commercial 
organisations with shared goals to come 
together, agree on common codes 
of conduct and share information. an 
increasing number of initiatives now 
seek to drive forward consistency of 
standards and processes. The eICC 

(electronic Industry Citizenship Coalition), 
ICTI (International Council of Toy 
Industries), RJC (Responsible Jewellery 
Council), to name just a few, are all 
examples of joint efforts by specific 
industries to harmonise their requests 
towards their suppliers.  

more Support for Supply chainS iS 

required

It is expected that the coming years will 
still see large numbers of audits but that 
new schemes will also come into place 
to further support suppliers to improve 
labour conditions. It is indeed generally 
accepted that, despite strong efforts 
to consolidate best audit practices and 
lead suppliers to improvement, audits 
alone are not a driver for improvement of 
workplace conditions. overall, suppliers 
in many parts of the world need more 
support to attain the standards that are 
required from them. Distributors and 
brands will be looking at new schemes 
and models and will work together 
with their suppliers to address the root 
causes of their challenges in order 
to engage into longer term business 
relationship and implement sustainable 
supply chains. 

With more than 400 auditors with 
social accountability expertise and an 
extensive knowledge of all major codes 
of conduct, sGs is a partner of choice 
on social audits, training and compliance 
initiatives. We are also committed to 
supporting new schemes and developing 
new services to assist companies on 
their sustainability journey.  

For more information on how sGs can 
help, visit:   
www.sgs.com/socialresponsibility 
or contact us at:              
socialresponsibility@sgs.com.

Cécile oger
Consulting & Business Development
sGs – CTs
cecile.oger@sgs.com
t + 33 1 41 24 87 47
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reducing riSk and environmental 
impactS through the Supply chain  

the variouS pathS to green 
procurement 

The approaches to Green procurement 
(Gp) have taken various shapes; with 
organizations developing their own 
internal standards and performance 
tools to assess supply chains; as well 
as public bodies such as the european 
union and the uK government providing 
guidance and policy on their own public 
procurement. 

Green procurement essentially refers 
to any environmental tool or criteria 
that an organization uses to interact 
with and assess its supply chain. 
organizations have tended to take one 
of two approaches to the idea of Gp, or a 
combined approach.  

one Common meTHoD is a product 
based approach where an organization 
concentrates on one or more of its 
products or services and assesses their 
environmental credentials and thus the 
credentials of suppliers for those product 
or services (i.e. the raw material supply). 
This path is used when an organization 
wants to better understand a specific 
product or product range for marketing 
or strategical purposes. It can also 
help to thoroughly evaluate a particular 
supplier’s processes. 

a seConD Common meTHoD 
involves evaluating the management 
practices and legal conformance of a 
supplier to see whether an organization 
is at risk from its suppliers (risk posed 
to the brand or its environmental claims/
credentials). an organization may wish 
to know that a supplier has the correct 
procedures or polices in place to perform 
to that organizations standard or to the 

legal minimum requirements in another 
(more stringent) market. This method 
helps profile suppliers and is useful 
when exploring large numbers and 
complex supply chains.

Figure 1 shows the umbrella scope of 
Green procurement.

When selecting one of these methods 
it is important to know what you are 
aiming to achieve and what green 
procurement means to your organization. 
You need to know what criteria are 
the most important to you and your 
customers. 

toolS to Support your gp Strategy

There is no one approach right to Green 
procurement, but there are different 
tools available to help assess your most 
important suppliers, be it to improve 
performance or to measure risks. These 
tools include: carbon footprinting, 
life cycle assessments of a product/
service from cradle to grave, following a 
product down the supply chain, systems 
certification and suppliers’ trainings to 
meet external standards (e.g. Iso14001), 

and other tools as shown in Figure 1. 

Without a proper understanding of the 
key areas and criteria for your business 
to focus on and without a careful 
selection of the appropriate tools, you 
may not obtain the Green procurement 
results you wanted.

get the beSt Support available

sGs experts can help define a local 
procurement strategy and develop 
training and awareness programs for 
buyers and suppliers. our sustainability 
experts can assist organizations at every 
step throughout their supply chains by 
assessing the most significant impacts 
through analysis of product life cycles 
and/or supply chain impacts. 

For more info on sGs can support your 
Green procurement initiative, take a 
look at our sGs sustanability services 
protfolio.

Ian allard
sustainability Consultant
sGs uK Ltd.
ian.allard@sgs.com
t + 44 0203 008 7860

more and more organizations are looking at their supply chain to demonstrate environmental and social 
commitments in order to monitor and report on their performance. This is because governments, consumers and 
non-governmentals organizations are expecting companies to take more responsibility for where their products 
come from. Green procurement (Gp) can help meet these expectations, it can help reduce the risk of brand/
reputation damage from potentially non-conforming suppliers and can also become a competitive advantage.

Figure1. The umbrella scope of Green procurement

GREEN PROCUREMENT

Organization Product focused Organization level focus

ANALYSE

Supplier (s)

DESIGN PROMOTE

Carbon Footprinting
Risk Assessment - Supplier scorecard for products

Training of suppliers - Eco-label benchmark
Life Cycle Assessment     Verification of Green Claims     Audits

POTENTIAL GP TOOLS

http://www.sustainability.sgs.com/consumergoods/index.htm
http://www.sustainability.sgs.com/consumergoods/index.htm
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communication the key to reach
a key element of the european chemicals regulation “ReaCH” (eC 1907/2006), which regulates the 
manufacture, marketing, and use of potentially hazardous chemicals in the eu, is the communication in the 
supply chain in both directions – both from suppliers to customers and back up through the supply chain. 

The main aim for doing so is the 
exchange of information regarding 
health and safety for humans and the 
environment.  This information needs to 
be based on a safety assessment which 
requires that all relevant uses need to 
be collected from all levels in the supply 
chain and the results fed back into the 
chain. 

a major challenge in the communication 
process is that ReaCH not only affects 
manufacturers and importers of the 
chemicals and preparations themselves, 
but also companies, such as retailers, 
who deal only with articles which may 
contain these substances. 

the complex requirementS within 

reach

Contrary to some companies’ 
understanding, ReaCH encompasses 
various legal requirements, which 
may or may not be applicable to any 

company’s business. In this respect 
it is important to note that many of 
today’s consumer products are made 
from chemical-based rather than natural 
products. The obligation for registering 
substances under ReaCH is aimed 
at preventing chemicals from being 
marketed throughout the eu, without 
taking account of their hazardous 
properties. The chemicals present in 
the products we use on a daily basis, 
which are known to have hazardous 
properties, are also targeted by ReaCH 
through information requirements in 
the supply chain, restrictions for certain 
uses, and through bans of using certain 
substances. 

many companies are overwhelmed 
both by the extensive regulatory issues 
covered by ReaCH and their applicability 
to their own business, as well in deciding 
and implementing individual steps to 
implement a strategic system to manage 
their regulatory obligations under 
ReaCH.

Support iS available

sGs can help you to understand how 
ReaCH applies to your company 
and what steps you need to take to 
manage ReaCH as part of your regular 
business compliance process. Let sGs 
help put you in control of your ReaCH 
obligations in an efficient and cost 
effective way. our services range from 
consultancy and training, to practical 
hands on implementation of managing 
your ReaCH duties, including your 
communication throughout the supply 
chain, as well as due diligence and 
analytical testing when you need to be 
sure. 

please feel free to contact us for more 
information on ReaCH.

Dr. anne Kleinkauf
ReaCH Consultant
sGs InsTITuT FResenIus GmbH
anne.kleinkauf@sgs.com
t +49 30 847 18 271

www.reach.sgs.com
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phthalateS contamination in food 
productS  
on 23 may 2011, the Taiwan Department of Health (DoH) discovered that Di(2-ethylhexyl)phthalate (DeHp), 
an industrial chemical used to soften plastic packaging, was being used in a clouding agent in several brands 
of beverages in violation of Taiwan regulations prohibiting the addition of DeHp to food products. The clouding 
agent involved is a legal food additive that is used to make beverages such as fruit juices more visually 
appealing, but the banned DeHp was reported to have been added to replace more expensive palm oil.1  

subsequent investigation revealed the 
presence of DeHp as well as another 
type of phthalate called Di-isononyl 
phthalate (DInp) in additional food 
products. That was the beginning of a 
series of developments calling attention 
to the issue of phthalates in food and the 
need for testing to protect consumers 
against phthalate-related health hazards. 
Chronologically:

On 28 mAy 2011

The Taiwan DoH announced that any 
DeHp-contaminated sports drinks, tea 
drinks, fruit juice, fruit jam/fruit nectar or 
jelly - as well as any DeHp-contaminated 
food in tablet/capsule/powder form - 
must be removed from store shelves.2  

Taiwan then established a standard 
of 1 ppm for six phthalates (DeHp, 
DIDp, DInp, BBp, DBp, Dnop) and 
China established standards of DBp 0.3 
ppm; DInp 9 ppm; and DeHp 1.5 ppm. 
(Currently the international acceptance 
criteria for the daily maximum 
consumption of phthalates range from 
0.6-30 mg for a 60 kg adult, depending 
on the phthalate compound).3   

On 29 mAy 2011

The Canadian Food Inspection agency 
(CFIa) issued an advisory about the 
DeHp problem in Taiwan, followed by 
an alert two days later and recalls of 
multiple products imported from Taiwan 
throughout the month of June.4   

On 5 JunE 2011

China suspended the import of 858 kinds 
of food products made by 55 companies 
in Taiwan, including beverages, food 
products and food additives.5  

On 21 JunE 2011

The u.s. Food and Drug administration 
(u.s. FDa) was informed by DoH that 57 
items with phthalate contamination had 
been shipped to the united states. FDa 
was monitoring the situation to assess 
any impact on the u.s. food supply.6 

also on 21 June 2001, australia 
withdrew an asparagus juice that had 
been identified as one of the products 
made with plasticizer-contaminated 
emulsifiers in Taiwan.7

On 23 JunE 2011

The Taiwan DoH reported the export of 
contaminated products to 22 countries 
and regions (usa, China, Germany, Hong 
Kong, Vietnam, philippines, australia, 
malaysia, south africa, argentina, uK, 
Canada, new Zealand, macao, singapore, 
egypt, marshall Islands, Costa Rica, 
Indonesia, Brazil, Brunei, Japan), totaling 
34 manufacturers and 206 products.8

By 18 July 2011

The Taiwan DoH had identified 315 
manufactures and 877 products with 
illegal phthalates in them.9 phthalates 
are widely used to enhance elasticity 
and flexibility in plastic products such as 
polyvinylchloride (pVC). In many research 
studies, high levels of DeHp have been 
shown to damage the liver, kidneys, and/
or reproductive abilities. 

Tolerable daily DeHp intakes are 
shown in Table 1 below, with the no-
observed adverse effect level (noaeL) 
for reproductive and developmental 
effects at 4.8 mg/kg body weight per 
day. Taiwan DoH has publicized a 
standard method for the determination 
of phthalate plasticizers in food by using 
liquid chromatography-tandem mass 
spectrometry (LC-ms-ms). 

sGs’s global testing network can help 
you check food for phthalates by carrying 
out measurements on a wide range of 
plasticizers utilizing state-of-the-art high 
resolution instruments. please contact 
us for more information.

James Cook
Food safety Technologist
sGs – north america
james.cook@sgs.com
t: +1 973 575 5252

1  FDa Joint Investigation Found Food additive 
Tainted with DeHp  
2  Investigation update 2011-05-28 – Food 
Contaminated with plasticizer  
3  Illegal addition of plasticizer to Food
4  CFIa Certain Foods and Beverages Imported 
from Taiwan may Contain phthalates   
5  Ban extended to more Taiwan food imports 
6  FDa warns of Taiwanese food, beverages 
imports with unapproved ingredient 
7  Taiwan food contamination reaches australia
8  Cross-departmental meeting (19th) for Food 
safety (Cloudy agent with plasticizer)
9 List of products with cloudy agents 
contaminated by plasticizer. 

phthalate
Critical Toxic 

effect on

TDI          
(in mg per kg 
body weight 

per day)

DEHP Reproduction 0.05

BBP Reproduction and 
development

0.5

DBP 0.01

DINP Liver 0.15

DIDP

DNOP Liver and Thyroid No TDI 
availableDIBP Reproduction and 

development

Table 1. overview table of critical toxic effects 
and Tolerable Daily Intakes (TDI)

http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7652&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7652&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7677&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7677&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.hktdc.com/info/mi/a/pts/en/1X07JO3X/1/Product-Testing-Standards-and-Corporate-Social-Responsibilities/Illegal-Addition-of-Plasticizer-to-Food.htm
http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/fssa/concen/specif/phthal/phthale.shtml
http://www.inspection.gc.ca/english/fssa/concen/specif/phthal/phthale.shtml
http://www.chinadaily.com.cn/cndy/2011-06/05/content_12642610.htm
http://newhope360.com/news/fda-warns-taiwanese-food-beverage-imports-unapproved-ingredient
http://newhope360.com/news/fda-warns-taiwanese-food-beverage-imports-unapproved-ingredient
http://m.ibtimes.com/taiwan-food-contamination-reaches-australia-167187.html
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7794&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7794&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=118
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7761&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=453
http://www.fda.gov.tw/eng/news.aspx?newssn=7761&key_year=2011&keyword=&classifysn=453
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ehec outbreak in germany -  
a detective Story               

the dangerouS ehec Strain

The first sign of a problem occurred on 
may 19 when the Robert Koch Institute 
(RKI) reported an increase in cases of a 
severe illness called hemolytic-uremic 
syndrome (Hus) that can destroy blood 
cells and potentially lead to kidney 
failure. six days later, on may 25 
following an analysis of the first patient 
samples, the root cause of the outbreak 
was linked to bacteria escherichia coli 
0104:H4, a rare enterohemorrhagic strain 
which produces cytotoxins or so called 
shiga-like toxins. Illness can be caused 
by just a small number of these bacteria, 
and immediate medical treatment 
may be necessary. Immediately after 
the bacteria strain was isolated and 
identified, the european Centre for 
Disease prevention and Control (eCDC) 
gave an alert, and the RKI and the 
German Institute of Risk assessment 
(BfR) warned against consuming 
tomatoes, leaf salad and cucumbers as 
potential sources of contamination.1 

a positive eHeC result on may 26 for 
spanish cucumber strengthened the 
suspicion, but could not be confirmed 
because the identified strains could not 
be linked to the infections. although the 
RKI and BfR had reason to believe that 
the outbreak was connected to certain 
foodstuff, direct infection from animals 
to humans was also possible.1, 2 

a huge demand for food teStS

meanwhile, as a result of the warning, 
authorities and food producers sent 
a huge number of samples to testing 

since early may 2011, consumers in 12 countries including Germany, other european and even north american 
regions have faced an outbreak of enterohemorrhagic escherichia coli (eHeC). By July 22 authorities had 
registered 50 fatalities and 4318 infections connected to eHeC1 with new infections still being reported. Based 
on the beginning of diarrhoea symptoms, the disease peak was on may 22. The number of related infections has 
now declined. over a two-month period, authorities followed the outbreak like detectives to trace the infection 
to its source. They finally linked the origin of the infection to sprouts of fenugreek seeds imported from egypt.2

laboratories to identify the origin of 
the infection. sGs, which has test 
procedures to detect eHeC bacteria, was 
the recipient of many of these samples. 
Dr. Roy Hörner, laboratory manager at 
sGs Germany in Hamburg, was faced 
with massive testing volumes over a 
short period of time. 

“We routinely perform extensive 
microbiological analyses for pathogenic 
organisms in our accredited laboratories. 
The analysis for eHeC is usually done 
by the detection of the shiga-like 
toxins (eLIsa) or characteristic genes 
(pCR),” Dr, Hörner noted. “after the 
crisis in northern Germany came up, 
we were faced with a lot of requests 
to perform tests for the detection of 
eHeC. The microbiological laboratory 
team devoted considerable efforts to 
build up the capacity for the increased 
number of samples while ensuring an 
absolutely safe laboratory process. This 
was successfully implemented in only 
a few days. We were able to support 
our clients during the crisis with reliable 
analyses and short turnaround times. 
several hundred samples were analysed 
during those days, and this helped our 
clients to fulfil the internal and external 
requirements for quality control.”

the breakthrough

Despite these efforts, the origin of the 
infection could not be identified. Then 
on June 5, based on epidemiological 
data, the RKI pinpointed sprouts as 
the suspected source. employees of 
a horticultural farm in Lower saxony 
were found positive for escherichia coli 
o104:H4, 2 but additional time was 
required to demonstrate a direct link 

1  Robert Koch Institute 
2  German Institute of Risk assessment 
3  Informationsdienst Wissenschaft 

between strains found on sprouts and in 
patients.3 

The question of whether the farm was 
the source or simply a distributor also 
remained. evidence that in several cases 
homegrown sprouts were contaminated 
finally resulted in the identification of 
fenugreek seeds imported from egypt 
as a potential source of the Hus/eHeC 
outbreak – the largest ever in Germany 
and, based on the number of reported 
Hus cases, the largest outbreak to date 
anywhere in the world. The outbreak 
officially ended on July 27th, three 
weeks after no more new cases were 
reported.

sGs, the global leader in third-party 
testing, provides services to the whole 
food supply chain from farm to fork to 
help assure that your products are fit 
for the market. For more information, 
contact your local sales representative.

Ron Wacker, phD
Global Business Development manager 
Food Testing
sGs Germany GmbH
ron.wacker@sgs.com
t +49 6039 4696540

http://www.rki.de/EN/Home/homepage__node.html?__nnn=true
http://www.bfr.bund.de/en/home.html
http://idw-online.de/en/
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gmo update: labelling, eu member 
State rightS & more 
several new chapters have recently been written in the ongoing debate about genetically modified/engineered 
organisms (Gmos) used in food production. These range from a global agreement enabling individual countries to 
adopt Gm food labelling to various european, us and african activities concerning Gmo use.

Gmos are defined by global food 
safety monitoring organization Codex 
as “genetically engineered/modified 
organisms, and products thereof, (that) 
are produced through techniques in 
which the genetic material has been 
altered in a way that does not occur 
naturally by mating and/or natural 
recombination.”1 Consumer advocates, 
the organic industry and others have 
objected to the use of Gmos on the 
grounds that the long-term health and 
environmental effects are unknown.

on the labelling front

a 20-year debate has been resolved 
with a decision to allow voluntary 
labelling indicating the presence of 
Gmos under the auspices of Codex. 
such labelling has been stalled largely 
because of opposition from the us 
delegation. In July, the us delegation 
dropped its objections in return for 
consensus language stating that “foods 
derived from modern biotechnology 
are not necessarily different from other 
foods simply due to their method of 
production.”2 new guidelines issued 
by Codex will allow countries to adopt 
Gmo labelling without the risk of a 
legal challenge from the World Trade 
organization, because national measures 
based on Codex guidance or standards 
cannot be challenged as a barrier to trade.

in europe

Recent Gmo action began in march 
when the european Court of Justice’s 
attorney general issued an opinion that 

France’s ban on genetically modified 
maize developed by monsanto was 
illegal. The opinion stated that France 
“could not suspend the planting of 
monsanto’s genetically modified corn 
without having asked prior permission 
from the european Commission”.3  
France had been one of seven european 
countries to ban the maize, which 
previously was one of only two Gmo 
crops approved for planting in the eu. 
The opinion suggests how the court will 
rule when the case is heard. 

In July, the european parliament 
adopted a plan that gives individual 
eu member states the right to ban or 
restrict Gmo crop cultivation for a wide 
variety of reasons, including pesticide 
resistance, biodiversity preservation, 
or socioeconomic impacts such as 
inability to manage contamination risks 
to agriculture.4  The plan – still needing 
final approval – would be a major change 
to existing policy under which all eu 
member states must follow eu-wide 
rules except in certain circumstances.

The european parliament also highlighted 
the need for the eu Commission and 
european Food safety authority (eFsa) 
to update Gmo guidelines, which have 
allowed the approval of a large number 
of genetically modified animal feed and 
human food products and ingredients. 
on august 10, eFsa launched public 
consultation on its draft guidance for the 
risk assessment of food and feed derived 
from Gm animals. The public will be able 
submit comments until sept. 30 2011.5

in the uS

a group of senators has asked the us 
Food and Drug administration (us FDa) 
to drop plans to consider a commercial 
company’s request to allow farming 
of what would be the first genetically 
modified fish approved for human 

consumption.6 The us House had 
expressed its opposition to the plan 
by passing an amendment to a bill that 
would eliminate funding for the program. 
Concerns include loss of fishery jobs in 
coastal states as well as potential escape 
of Gmo salmon from fish farms that 
might harm native populations and/or 
out-compete them for food.

in africa

on July 1 2011, Kenya joined south 
africa, egypt and Burkina Faso as the 
fourth country in africa to allow the 
production and importation of Gm 
crops. other african countries are also 
conducting research on Gm crops such 
as Tanzania, uganda, malawi, mali, 
Zimbabwe, nigeria and Ghana.7

However, concerns exist over the 
financial ability of governments to 
monitor the illegal production and trade 
of Gm crops. Disagreements over the 
role of Gm crops in relieving famine and 
providing food security for a growing 
african population are also hindering the 
implementation of biosafety regulations 
in many countries.8

all around the world Gmo products are 
controversial. With this environment of 
developing policy and resulting great 
uncertainly, sGs has developed high 
technology testing capabilities to detect 
and track Gmo presence in all raw and 
finished food materials.  our specialists 
are available to assess and monitor your 
global food supply chains from field to 
fork. 

James Cook
Food safety Technologist
sGs – north america
james.cook@sgs.com
t: +1 973 575 5252

1  Codex – marketing of organically produced Foods  
2  u.s. Drops opposition to Voluntary Gm Labeling 
3  eu court official: French ban on Gmo maize illegal 
4  Gmos: parliament backs right to cultivation bans
5 eFsa - news
6  FDa - opposition to genetically engineered salmon 
7  Kenya approves law to allow Gm crops 
8  africa still Debating Gmos’ pros and Cons

http://www.cnph.embrapa.br/novidade/eventos/organica/codex.pdf
http://www.farmfutures.com/story.aspx/us-drops-opposition-to-voluntary-gm-labeling-17-50945
http://www.reuters.com/article/2011/03/22/us-eu-gmo-idUSTRE72L60J20110322
http://www.gmwatch.eu/latest-listing/1-news-items/13386-polish-minister-calls-for-europe-wide-gm-ban
http://www.efsa.europa.eu/en/press/news/110810.htm
http://www.alaskafreshsalmon.com/2011/07/31/fda-faces-opposition-over-genetically-engineered-salmon/
http://af.reuters.com/article/kenyaNews/idAFLDE7630C720110704?pageNumber=2&virtualBrandChannel=0
http://allafrica.com/stories/201104260172.html
http://allafrica.com/stories/201104260172.html


compliance with eu food contact 
regulation
since January 2011, many changes have been implemented in the eu legislation regarding materials and articles 
intended to come into contact with foods.

eu Food contact materials, including 
packaging and kitchen ware, need to 
comply with Framework Regulation 
(eC) 1935/2004 .The regulation requires 
that food contact materials must not 
transfer their components into food in 
quantities that could endanger human 
health, change food composition in an 
unacceptable way, or deteriorate the 
organoleptic characteristics of food. The 
Regulation also establishes 17 groups 
of materials (ceramics, plastics, etc) 
and articles which may be covered by 
specific measures. 

new regulation on plaStic 
materialS

starting may 1st 2011 the new plastics 
Implementation measure (pIm) has 
come into force. This regulation, (eu) 
10/2011, will bring all eu legislation on 
food contact plastics under one umbrella, 
replacing, among others, the current 
Directive 2002/72/eC and the migration 
testing rules.

The regulation sets:

  List of authorised monomers 
and additives for use in plastics 
manufacture 

  Restrictions and specifications for 
authorised substances including 
specific migration limits

  Rules on non-intentionally added 
substances i.e. impurities and 
reaction products 

  Rules on compliance especially 
migration testing, listing simulants, 
testing conditions

  overall migration limit

  The concept of functional barrier

  authorisation for nano-materials 
before use 

  Declaration of compliance and 
supporting documentation

Implementation of Reg. (eu) 10/2011: 

  until 31 Dec 2012: overall migration 
and specific migration from Directive 
82/711/eeC

  1 Jan 2013 to 31 Dec 2015: overall 
migration and specific migration from 
Directive 82/711/eeC or Regulation 
(eu) 10/2011 (pIm)

  From 1 Jan 2016: overall migration 
and specific migration from 
Regulation (eu) 10/2011 (pIm) 

You can read our safeGuards n°017/11 
to find out more about the provisions for 
specific migrations and overall migrations 
that shall apply from 31 December 2012.

importing ruleS for plaStic 

kitchenware from china and hk

The eu has strengthened importing rules 
for polyamide (e.g. nylon) and melamine 
plastic kitchenware from China and Hong 
Kong. The Regulation (eu) 284/2011 
requires the following:

  a declaration stating that products 
meet certain specific migration limit 
requirements 

  Importers to inform customs on 
estimated date and time of arrival of 
shipment at least 2 working days in 
advance

  Customs will carry out documentary 
checks on all shipments within 2 
working days upon arrival and will 
perform identification and physical 
checks, including lab analysis of 10% 
of shipments

  enforcement of requirements for 
specific migration of  primary aromatic 
amines (paas) and formaldehyde in 
certain food contact plastics

Read our safeGuards n°144/11 to find 
out more on the declaration of conformity.

in other eu countrieS

new Italian Decree for Food Contact 
stainless steels (June 2011). In Feb. 
2011, Italy published Decree 258 
with the inclusion of ‘migration of 
manganese’ for food contact stainless 
steels. The new Decree also includes 
an updated list of food contact stainless 
steels and took effect in Feb. 2011. Read 
more in our safeGuards no 101/11.

how SgS can help

sGs can advise and assist companies on 
compliance with the eu Food Contact 
Regulation. our experts can assist in 
setting up a Declaration of Compliance 
(DoC). sGs has also a global network 
of laboratories with full food contact 
testing services. many food contact 
materials remain subject to national rules 
of member states in non-harmonised 
areas. sGs standards and Regulations 
services (sRs) can provide you with a list 
of member states national legislations 
that you need to comply with for articles 
in contact with food. our tables give 
three levels of information: regulations, 
standards, labelling.  For more 
information please contact us. 

Laurine Benitah
Key account manager Toys &  
Foodgrade articles
sGs France
laurine.benitah@sgs.com
t +33 1 41 24 89 84

Robina Butt
standards and Regulations services
sGs united Kingdom Ltd.
robina.butt@sgs.com
t +44 1274 367992
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http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-01711-New-Regulation-on-Plastic-Materials-for-Food-Contact-Published-in-Europe-A4-EN-10.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-14411-eu-guidelines-on-importing-rules-for-plastic-kitchenware-china-a4-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-10111-New-Italian-Decress-for-food-contact-stainless-steels-A4-EN-11.pdf
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play it Safe with 
product deSign analySiS
ensure a product’s safety not only protects customers, but also your reputation and profit margins. With a myriad 
of standards and legislation relating to toys and juvenile products across the globe, it is worth considering a 
broader approach to product safety - risk assessments.

riSk aSSeSSment benefitS

many product returns, recalls and other 
problems that occur once a product 
has been released onto the market 
can be prevented through careful 
risk assessment and product design 
analysis throughout a product’s life 
cycle. Before spending time and money 
developing and manufacturing a toy, a 
risk assessment should be carried out 
to identify any concerns at every stage 
from concept to production.

In the eu all toys must undergo a hazard 
and risk assessment. This is though 
not applicable in all markets around the 
world. product design analysis and risk 
assessment enables you to develop 
toys that will meet the most stringent 
regulations and have the widest market 
access. employing design analysis 
as part of your risk assessment and 
management process enables you to 
ensure a toy is safe from the earliest 
stages.

complex requirementS in the eu

safety regulations in the eu oblige 
manufacturers to conduct a product 
hazard and risk assessment and 
document results before a toy can be 
placed on the market. This must include 
legal standards and regulations, but 
responsible manufacturers and retailers 
should include voluntary standards, 
client specific requirements as well 
as essential safety requirements. one 
should look beyond minimum standards 
as a product that meets regulatory 
standards can still pose a danger to 
customers.

Consider contracting specialist support 
for product design analysis services 
including:

  Feasibility analysis

  product safety review

  Risk assessment

  product line review

  product specific research

  Benchmark/performance testing

Following product design analysis your 
toys will be better by design, meet 
consumer expectations and be subject 
to fewer recalls. This will improve brand 
reputation and give your company the 
edge in a competitive marketplace.

a range of SolutionS available

sGs offers clients three product Risk 
assessment services at toy testing 
facilities around the world:

  Quality and safety management

  product Design analysis

  manufacturing Control

stay ahead of the competition and 
manage safety from concept to final 
product.
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caSe Study

seRVICe: product risk assessment

pRoDuCT DesCRIpTIon: plastic bath 
toy in the shape of a boat with a vertical 
mast.

manufactured in China and destined 
for sale in the eu this toy is aimed at 
children three years or older. sGs was 
contracted to conduct a product risk 
assessment before it was placed on the 
market. our client was keen to ensure 
that the product met legal regulations 
and to identify and rectify any safety 
issues. 

In accordance with the target market the 
toy was assessed against the current 
legislation for entry to the eu market, 
including Toy safety Directive 2009/48/
eC, en 71 standards (safety of Toys), 
ReaCH and the packaging and packaging 
Waste Directive 94/62/eC. In addition 
to meeting the regulations, our product 
reviewer also recommended additional 
standards that would be useful.

The vertical mast of the boat was 
identified as a major concern. a review 
of injury data for children’s bath toys 
identified a number of injuries from 
children falling in the bath onto a 
projection on a bath toy. 

as this boat has a rigid vertical mast it 
was thought that this could increase the 
severity of injury if a child fell onto this 
toy. It was recommended that either the 
mast was removed, or made from a soft 
material to reduce the risk or severity of 
this hazard.

In addition our experts also review and 
advise on requirements in terms of 
labelling for the toy and its packaging as 
well as requirements related to warnings 
and instructions for use.

our product design evaluation looks at 
the product, its intended audience, and 
then reviews its potential for damage 
and injury during both usual and unusual 
usage. The sooner potential flaws are 
identified the quicker and more cost 
effectively corrective actions can be 
implemented.  Consumers, especially 
children, often find innovative and 
challenging ways to engage with toys.

a risk assessment on a toy investigates 
recall and injury data, identifies 

foreseeable use and analyses potential 
hazards. These findings are broken down 
into four categories:

  Compliance issues

  Critical concerns

  major concerns

  minor concerns

all hazards are presented with corrective 
actions and advice, both with regard 
to the design, accessories and the 
manufacturing process.

To find out more about sGs risk 
assessment services, contact your 
local sGs representative or email us at 
productintegrity.cts@sgs.com.

Charlotte strudwick
product Integrity engineering (pIe) 
manager
sGs united Kingdom Ltd.
charlotte.strudwick@sgs.com
t +44 1274 367988 
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Safeguarding the SmalleSt conSumerS
Tougher safety requirements for juvenile products are being brought in around the world to help protect our 
youngest consumers. manufacturers and retailers must keep abreast of new standards, updates to existing 
regulations and their implementation schedules.

an increaSed number of StandardS 
are being implemented

Testing juvenile products is not new, but 
the number and scope of the standards 
is on the rise. Children are especially 
vulnerable so parents and caregivers 
want to be confident that the goods 
they purchase are designed and built 
with youth in mind. as a result countries 
around the world have implemented 
strict product testing standard and 
guidelines.

In recent years children’s products have 
represented a significant proportion of 
product recalls in the eu and us. To 
improve this situation, performance 
standards are constantly being 
updated and modified as new products 
are developed and industry better 
understands the risks they may pose.

In europe, juvenile products are already 
subject to around 20 european and more 
than 10 national standards but another 
15 standards should be published in 
the coming years. The GpsD (General 
product safety Directive) is applicable 
to the products. The us has more than 
20 applicable asTm (american society 
for Testing and materials) standards and 
the CFR (Code of Federal Regulations) 
applicable to juvenile products is now in 
place. other markets including Japan, 
australia, new Zealand and China have 
also developed national standards to 
better protect consumers. 

as a company manufacturing, supplying 
or retailing to these markets it is vital 
that you have a full understanding of the 
relevant standards, and that they are 
implemented in a timely and consistent 
fashion. Failure to do so will reduce your 
access to the market, increase product 
recalls, reduce profits and damage your 
reputation with consumers and within 
the industry. 

how to cope with the large number 
of new regulationS

In an increasingly global marketplace 
the challenge is to ensure regulatory 
compliance for your products in their 
target market, wherever they are 
manufactured. partnering with an 
independent testing organisation for 
your juvenile product testing opens the 
door to faster turnaround times and the 
development of economies of scale. 

sGs laboratories in China and in the 
uK have been testing products for 
many years, but to enable access to 
high quality testing facilities around 
world we have significantly extended 
our capabilities. our network of 
juvenile product testing laboratories are 
complemented by regional technical 
competence centres which have the 
broadest range of testing capabilities to 
smooth your products’ path to market. 

To ensure the safety and quality of 
juvenile products manufacturers and 
retailers can rely on sGs assistance in 
areas including:

  Consulting and training

  product development and study of 
new products

  Factory audits

  Testing

  Inspection

  pre-shipment testing

  Technical construction file review

We are recognised for our global 
and local expertise and our experts 
participate in ansI, asTm, Iso and en 
working groups for the development 
of standards. additionally our expertise 
in toys, food contact, chemistry, and 
furniture testing has a trickle down 
effect and benefits clients in the juvenile 
products industry as well.
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meet our expertS 

You can meet our experts at major 
upcoming trade shows:

  in the eu - Kind+Jugend, 
Cologne, Germany, 15-18 sept. 
2011, Hall 11.1, stand G-052

  in the us - aBC Kids expo, 
Louisville, KY 23-26 sept. 2011

Contact your local sGs 
representative for details of local 
events, conferences and lab tours.

regulatory bulletinS

Keep up-to-date with changes 
in regulations through the sGs 
safeguards, the regulatory bulletins 
written by our experts. Recent 
safeguards about Juvenile products 
include:

Brazil Compulsory Certification for 
Infant Cradles

China bans Bpa in Infant Feeding 
Bottles

new eu Regulation for Bpa in 
polycarbonate Baby Feeding Bottles

Juvenile productS 
eventS and publicationS

global capabilitieS for Juvenile 
productS

Worldwide capabilities at our regional 
technical competence centres:

asIa - shanghai, China 

  Reference lab for juvenile products 
testing in China. all relevant standards 
(en, asTm, etc) are tested there

  sGs was the first CpsIa approved 3rd 
party lab for full-size and non-full size 
baby cribs in China

  other labs in asia: Guangzhou, 
shenzhen, Hong Kong, India, Taiwan, 
Thailand and Vietnam (Vietnam also 
received certification to both crib 
standards in July)

euRope - aix en provence, France and 
Bradford, uK:

  Reference labs in europe. all 
relevant standards for the european 
market can be tested there – except 
bicycle seats (to be subcontracted in 
shanghai)

  sGs aix en provence is Cofrac 
accredited for child care articles and 
toys; Cofrac accreditation for juvenile 
products – furniture will be achieved 
by the end of 2011

  sGs Bradford is uKas accredited for 
juvenile products testing

  other labs in europe: Germany and 
the netherlands

ameRICas - Fairfield, nJ, usa:

  scope testing: The lab can now 
provide safety testing for compliance 
with 20 current asTm standards 
covering juvenile products from baby 
bouncers and booster seats to toddler 
beds and toy chests

  sGs’s new juvenile products testing 
services have already passed audits 
for expansion of the lab’s Iso 
17025 accreditation, a prerequisite 
for CpsIa-related certification by 
the us Consumer products safety 
Commission. The Fairfield facility 
is now certified to all current CpsC 
standards, including full and non-full 
sized crib, infant walkers, infant bath 
seats standards.

  other labs in the americas: Brazil

To find out more about sGs services, 
contact our sales team:

In the eu: 
aude Caplet 
sGs France 
aude.caplet@sgs.com 
t +33 1 41 24 89 97

In the us: 
Richard postman
sGs north america Inc.
richard.postman@sgs.com
t +1 561 391 0010

In asia: 
anne Zhang
sGs shanghai
anne.zhang@sgs.com
t +86 21 61072918

http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13311-brazil-compulsory-certification-for-infant-cradles-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13311-brazil-compulsory-certification-for-infant-cradles-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-10311-China-bans-BPA-in-infant-feeding-bottles-A4-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-10311-China-bans-BPA-in-infant-feeding-bottles-A4-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-07111-New-EU-Regulation-for-Bisphenol-A-in-Polycarbonate-Baby-Feeding-Bottles-A4-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-07111-New-EU-Regulation-for-Bisphenol-A-in-Polycarbonate-Baby-Feeding-Bottles-A4-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000004/SGS-IP-US-Furniture-PROMOTION-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000004/SGS-IP-US-Furniture-PROMOTION-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000004/SGS-IP-US-Furniture-PROMOTION-EN-11.pdf
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childrenSwear - reSponSible retailing
would i dreSS my child in thiS?
Interested lobby groups such as the mothers’ union and mumsonline have been putting pressure on the uK 
Government for some time to take action over what they see as unsuitable clothing for children. Inappropriate 
fashion being a main thrust but also the marketing of children’s products using veiled and overt sexual 
references to get parents to buy product which is either unsuitable in style or has unsuitable advertising and 
logos emblazoned on it. 

retailerS initiative with uk 
government Support

The uK Government through sarah 
Teather: minister of state for Children 
& Families, has acted and is supporting 
the British Retail Consortium (BRC) 
Guidelines published recently which 
attempt to end the “sexualisation of 
Children” in retailing and marketing.  

“Responsible BRC members have long 
taken steps to ensure the products 
they offer meet their customers’ 
expectations of quality, price, style 
and taste. as a result there is a strong 
body of knowledge within the BRC on 
managing the inevitable reputation risks 
thrown up in a fast moving commercial 
environment” said stephen Robertson, 
Director General of BRC.

mr Robertson then goes on to say 
that the BRC invites all childrenswear 
retailers to join and sign up to deliver 
the best childrenswear in the world 
and offer a wider choice of practical, 
fun and appropriate clothing to suit 
everyone’s budget. so far uK retailers:  
argos, Debenhams, George, John Lewis 
partnership, marks & spencer, next, 
peacocks, pumpkin patch, sainsbury, 
Tesco and TK maxx have given support 
to the Guidelines.

guidelineS to cover all typeS of 

productS

The Guidelines try to cover everything 
from footwear to outerwear with special 
emphasis on underwear and swimwear. 
The guidelines also take account of 

different end use requirements such as 
school, play, swim and party wear. 

marketing of clothing for the under 12s 
is a particular concern whether this 
is in the form of still photography or 
the moving image and the guidelines 
make recommendations about what is 
reasonable and what is not.

For more information and support with 
placing your clothing products in a 
specific market visit the sGs softlines 
webpage.

Karen e. Kyllo, ph.D.
Deputy Vice president, Global softlines
sGs u.s. Testing Company, Inc.
karen.kyllo@sgs.com
t +1 973 461 7934

http://www.brc.org.uk/brc_show_document.asp?id=4236&moid=7404 
http://www.brc.org.uk/brc_show_document.asp?id=4236&moid=7404 
http://www.softlines.sgs.com/index.htm
http://www.softlines.sgs.com/index.htm
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upStream chemical control 
for the textile induStry
Consumers are becoming increasingly concerned about the potentially harmful impact of chemicals that are used 
in apparel and footwear. In view of concerns about environmental and public exposures to restricted substances, 
many national and international regulations such as ReaCH and CpsIa have been issued to restrict or prohibit 
such chemicals and many restricted substances lists are used throughout the industry. 

the challengeS

Harmful chemicals can pose a 
grave threat to both people and the 
environment. The presence of hazardous 
substances might result in a recall case 
that would be damaging to a company’s 
brand image and reputation. a recent 
Greenpeace International publication 
Dirty Laundry 2: Hung out to Dry 
highlighted the chemical nonylphenol 
ethoxylate (npe) and how it was shown 
to be released into the environment 
from apparel and footwear.  This is an 
example that shows that the global 
impact to the environment is not only at 
the point of production, but also at the 
point of sale. 

There are many other chemicals that 
fall into the group of chemicals that are 
potentially harmful to the environment 
and public exposure.  This has created 
new challenges for apparel and footwear 
companies in implementing a unified and 
integrated approach to the requirements 

of worldwide consumer product  
regulations, recognized industrial 
standards, chemical specifications and 
the release of hazardous chemicals 
throughout the entire supply chain. 

the control

numerous chemicals used during 
production may carry a very high 
risk to consumer’s health and to the 
environment. Therefore, risk control 
and management throughout the 
supply chain is important in order 
to diminish the risk that the final 
product may have on public health and 
environmental safety. a strict quality 
assurance system will be needed  to 
control products from the source to 
the final product.  Critical elements of 
such a system include factory system 
reviews, verification of documentation 
and operation control, and assessment 
of raw material suppliers. Chemical and 
raw material evaluation and management 

including chemical substances and 
their components is vital to a strict 
quality assurance system. evaluation 
mechanisms for new components 
and suppliers should be established 
to ensure that no restricted chemical 
substances that may pose a threat on 
the quality of the finished products will 
enter the production line. 

the next Step

To differentiate your products and 
competitiveness, to build an exclusive 
brand image, to promote your company’s 
reputation and to sharpen your 
competitive edge, you can partner with 
sGs to discuss and develop your action 
plans.  

Karen e. Kyllo, ph.D.
Deputy Vice president, Global softlines
sGs u.s. Testing Company, Inc.
karen.kyllo@sgs.com
t +1 973 461 7934
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lipo cellS in toyS: what dangerS 
are lurking in the nurSery?
Due to their high power density and superiority over conventional accumulator technology, Lithium polymer 
(Lipo) rechargeable batteries are not only favoured in a variety of applications, such as power tools, cellular 
phones and remote controls, but are also now finding their way into the nurseries of children, where a long 
lifespan coupled with light weight and small size is always in demand.

growing uSe for lipo batterieS

Whether it is for model cars, toy 
helicopters, short-range radios or kid’s 
ride-on toys, a combination of quick 
recharging, low weight and long running 
times make kid’s and parent’s eyes 
light up and enhances the fun factor 
of such products. The increasing mass 
production of the batteries in asia is 
causing their prices to fall and so making 
them a most attractive technology for 
economical toys.

a “Lithium polymer” battery principally 
consists of a negative electrode, 
electrolyte and positive electrode as 
layered membranes. The outer skin of 
the battery is very thin and susceptible 
to physical puncture by sharp or pointed 
objects. In addition, the energy density 
is very high. These attributes give rise 
to potential dangers from the contents 
of the battery. It can lead to a chemical 

burn, skin and eye irritation as well 
as the risk of poisoning if swallowed. 
also there are electrical risks and the 
dangers of explosion or a flash-fire and 
consequent burns.

how to minimiSe the danger for 

children

Children do not show the same degree 
of caution in their behavior as adults. If 
an easily accessible battery awakens 
the interest of a child, it can quickly lead 
to physical damage to the battery and 
accumulator. potential leakage of the 
battery’s contents can then endanger the 
child’s health. 

For this reason, a material safety data 
sheet for the battery should accompany 
every product, specifying the actual 
material it contains. In an emergency, 
with irritation or poisoning, for example, 
the necessary information can be quickly 
obtained and suitable steps taken. 
If the manufacturer or supplier does 
not provide a safety data sheet, the 
information should be included in the 
user instructions, accompanied by details 
of treatment in case of contact with the 
contents – e.g. providing a number for 
the poison control hotline.

since manufacturers and dealers are 
typically subject to intense competition 
and its resultant cost pressures, there 
is often less time and money invested 
in the product’s development and its 
components than it actually warrants. 
Chargers and batteries are mostly 
bought-in parts from a variety of 
suppliers, which were either purpose-
built or must be adapted. These 
components are often not conceived 
to work in combination, but they are 
nevertheless employed with the toy.

further protection meaSureS

Lithium polymer batteries are electrically 
sensitive to overloading, short-circuiting, 
excessive current and to long-term 
storage in a fully uncharged condition. In 
many instances, the batteries become 
damaged or are completely destroyed. 
The safety data sheet should provide 
detailed information on what should 
be done if an explosion occurs, the 
battery catches fire or it leaks gases and 
electrolyte. 

products with Lipo batteries may always 
present a risk to children even when 
used as intended. Retailers can find out 
whether test results by the relevant 
consumer protection agencies exist 
for the actual product and they should 
check to ensure the product has a 
seal of approval and certification by an 
independent testing company, such as 
sGs Consumer Testing services, which 
confirms the safety of the product.

please feel free to contact us for more 
information and support with placing 
safe battery-powered children’s products 
on any market around the globe.

Jody Leber
Global Battery and accumulator 
Technical manager
sGs north america Inc.
jody.leber@sgs.com
t +1 678 469 9835

Dirk segl
Technical manager product safety
sGs-TÜV GmbH 
ein unternehmen der sGs-Gruppe und des TÜV saarland e.V.

dirk.segl@sgs.com
t +49 6897 506329

http://www.ee.sgs.com/portable-electronics-battery-and-accumulator.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/portable-electronics-battery-and-accumulator.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/electrical-safety-testing.htm
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product Safety: oSha reJectS the 
Sdoc route to declare compliance 
In late 2008, the european union suggested that the united states adopt its product safety system for electrical 
equipment which is based on a “supplier’s Declaration of Conformity” (sDoC), where the manufacturers 
themselves are responsible for product testing and safety marking, and the government is required to provide 
enforcement. 

product Safety in the uSa

Within the united states, product safety 
for electrical equipment is not mandated 
by the federal government. only devices 
utilized in the workplace fall under the 
jurisdiction of the occupational safety 
and Health administration (osHa). 

The environment in the united states 
is very different to that of the european 
union. The threat of litigation and 
bad publicity effectively forces the 
free market to take a serious stance 
on product safety. It is market-driven 
demand that compels manufacturers to 
comply with applicable product safety 
requirements, usually as defined through 
uL standards. The manufacturers 
use accredited third-party agencies 
to evaluate their products for safety, 
allowing them to use proprietary 
certification marks making it clear to 
distributors, retailers and customers 
that the product has undergone a 
thorough evaluation and continues to be 
monitored for safety according to the 
listing agencies’ rigorous programs.

a product which has been “listed” 
(the u.s.a. term for “certified” 
regarding safety) requires that the 
manufacturer’s quality system is 
adequate, manufacturing is consistent 
through regular factory inspections, and 
any production line testing which may be 
required is regularly performed. 

electrical products which are used in the 
workplace go through the same process, 
but in this case it is not voluntary. osHa, 
the body that accredits nationally-
Recognized Testing Laboratories (nRTLs) 
in the usa, requires that all workplace 
electrical products be listed. The 
accreditation of a third-party test lab for 
the nRTL program is difficult. everything 

induStry newS - electrical & electronicS

about the way the third-party laboratory 
does business is scrutinized and audited 
regularly. It is for this reason that osHa-
accredited nRTLs are the preferred 
choice for demonstrating the safety 
compliance of almost any electrical 
device in the u.s.a. 

manufacturer’S declaration for 
oSha?

after two requests for information (RFI’s) 
and two years of review, osHa rejected 
the eu proposal of adopting the sDoC 
system – and there are good reasons 
for it. 

First, contrary to europe, a third-party 
nRTL safety listing in the united states 
is just as valid in new York as it is in 
arizona. some states may have specific 
requirements for certain categories of 
equipment, but a uL, eTL, TuV or sGs 
nRTL listing is the same from coast to 
coast.

second, the perception in the industry 
is that a manufacturer’s declaration 
of safety compliance is of little value. 
Retailers and distributors will not 
accept a manufacturer’s word that their 
product is safe, and they do not have the 
expertise to evaluate technical files for 
every electronic product they sell. 

Third, the enforcement of such a 
program would require additional osHa 
personnel to be trained, outfitted and 
deployed, which is not something the 
u.s.a. is currently willing to consider. 
aside from that, the issue of government 
surveillance after the product is already 
selling on store shelves does not fit with 
the mentioned liability concerns.

In summary, expanding osHa’s role to 
create and enforce a program that will 
not be held in great value by a majority 
of the market is probably not the best 
use of taxpayer funds at this time. 
The system of using nRTLs to provide 
initial certification and ensure continued 
compliance of electronic products 
appears to provide the demanding u.s.a. 
market with what it needs, without 
additional government intervention.  

please feel free to contact us for more 
information on sGs product safety 
services for the north american market.

steven Bacho
project engineer e&e
sGs north america Inc.
steven.bacho@sgs.com
t +1 973 575 5252

http://www.ee.sgs.com/electrical-safety-testing.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/electrical-safety-testing.htm
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the importance of uSing qualified 
airbagS
airbags were once recognized as the sign of high-end cars, but now they are increasingly being used in 
intermediate-grade cars and even in the economical ones. Why are they so popular today? It is mainly because 
it deals with people’s desire to drive a safe vehicle? Homologation criteria for passive safety have also increased 
around the world. occupants protection against lateral and frontal collision is part of the legal requirements.

airbag functioning and typeS 

an airbag is a vehicle safety device. 
modern vehicles may contain multiple 
airbags on various sides and even on 
the passenger seating, and sensors 
may deploy one or more airbags in an 
impact zone at variable rates based on 
the type and severity of the impact. The 
airbag is designed to only inflate in mild 
to severe frontal crashes. airbags are 
normally designed with the intention 
of supplementing the protection of an 
occupant who is correctly restrained with 
a seat belt. most designs are inflated 
through pyrotechnic means and can only 
be operated once.

The types of airbags are driver airbag 
(DaB), passenger airbag (paB), knee 
airbag (KaB), seat airbag (saB), curtain 
airbag (CaB), etc. usually, airbag 
assembly consists of a flexible cove, 
an air bag, an inflator and a rigid base. 
In addition, an airbag control unit (aCu) 
monitors a number of related sensors 
within the vehicle. When the vehicle is 
in a collision, the airbag control unit will 
trigger the ignition of a gas generator 
propellant  to rapidly inflate a nylon fabric 
bag. as the vehicle occupant collides 
with and squeezes the bag, the gas 
escapes in a controlled manner through 
small vent holes.

variouS airbag teSting needed

airbags should only deploy in critical 
conditions and should be stable in 
normal situations. usually, during R&D 
the airbags need to withstand a series 
of environment tests. The complete 
environment test procedure is composed 
of individual tests which simulate 
automobile related influences. simulating 

the total service life may require more 
severe test levels than those seen in real 
world conditions to accelerate ageing 
and degradation processes. It is very 
important to certify the capacity of the 
airbag during the R&D stage.

all of the test procedures are similar 
but for different Design, Verification, 
plan & Report (DVp&R) from oems, 
the details can be changed. With tests 
being performed gradually, the airbags 
must withstand the various shocks and 
present no visible damage or anomaly 
during and after the tests. after the 
ageing process airbag assemblies must 
be deployed in order to certificate their 
capacities.

how the teSting procedure occurS

The airbag deployment process occurs 
by sending a specific current to ignite 
at a specified pulse width. next, the 
ignition triggers the inflator which fills 
the air bag. High-speed cameras record 
the procedure to offer test engineers 
data on the opening and filling times 
and to confirm the direction of the flying 
particles.

The airbag assembly should be set in a 
vehicle condition. For example, a DaB 
should be inserted in a steering wheel, 
paB and KaB in instrument panels, 
saB on seat system or frames and CaB 
in the white body. a flying particles 
collector will be placed on the seating 
reference point. The collector simulates 
the position of an occupant’s head and 
body. after testing, the test engineer 
checks whether the flying particles go 
into the collector or not and record the 
area number. The particles should be 
weighed and pictured. 

The airbag assembly is taken apart after 
deployment to check the deployment 
door, the inflator and the air bag itself. 
all of the data collected from the test 
is provided to R&D staff who will 
verify whether the airbag meets set 
requirements. 

Based on various DVp&R and standard 
testing requirements, including 
Iso-12097-2 (Road Vehicle-airbag 
Component Testing), aKLV-03 , aKLV-
16 usCaR-24 for oem airbag modules  
and also as per the requirements for 
eCe-R114 regard to replacement airbag 
modules sGs China has invested in 
state-of-the art equipment for its airbag 
testing lab. This includes a drop tester, 
mechanical shock, dust chamber, 
simultaneous vibration-temperature 
tester, humidity-environment chamber, 
salt spray chamber, accelerate light 
chamber, thermal shock chamber, etc.

all these tests concentrate on 
environmental influences such as ageing, 
sunshine, dust ,etc . 

From the beginning of 2011, hundreds 
of airbag certification tests based on 
various DVp&R of oems and above 
mentioned test requirements have been 
performed in the sGs China testing lab. 
The test data acquired helps clients to 
identify any potential failures and remedy 
the issues before going into serial 
production.

Contact us to learn more about our 
airbag testing capabilities.

Tony He
Lab manager - automotive services
sGs China 
Tony.he@sgs.com 
+86 13818176471
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on 26 may 2011, sGs - CsTC, 
opened its automotive part Lab 
(apL) - Changchun in productivity 
Boosting Centre, Changchun 
economic and Technological 
Development Zone (eTDZ). 

sGs apL (Changchun) is located in the 
productivity Boosting Centre, occupies 
a vast space of 2,500sqm with the total 

investment of 10 million RmB. The lab 
provides services including physical, 
aging, environmental simulation, 
reliability and endurance testing 
for whole car, exterior and exterior 
parts, auto electrical and electronic 
components, auto chassis, material 
and coating etc. The state-of-the-art 
equipment includes a 78-cube-metre 
drive-in chamber, 8-ton vibration table 
with 8-cube-metre environment chamber 

and sunshine simulation, multi-functional 
material tester (large span), pneumatic 
testing system, salt spray, ozone tester, 
water resistant, dust resistant tester 
and so on. Based in Changchun, the 
lab will serve the auto and components 
enterprises with its professional testing 
in north-east China. 

For more info contact: 
cts-auto.global@sgs.com

on 29 July 2011, sGs China 
auto held an automotive Interior 
& exterior Components Testing 
seminar at JaC Technology 
Centre, Hefei, anhui province.  

The seminar attracted many attendees 
from JaC passenger Vehicle Centre 
and the interior and exterior suppliers 
of JaC. The seminar covered various 
topics like interior and exterior assembly 
tests, material tests, VoC tests for auto 
and auto components etc. The aim of 

the seminar was to offer a platform 
to automotive professionals to come 
together and discuss currents trends and 
challenges faced in the industry. 

For more info contact: 
cts-auto.global@sgs.com

SgS in the newS 
auTomoTIVe
SgS auto part laboratory opened in changchun economic zone 

SgS china holdS auto teSting Seminar 

FooD
SgS SignS global agreement with beSt aquaculture practiceS 

In June 2011 sGs announced 
that the company had signed 
an agreement with Best 
aquaculture practices (Bap). as an 
independent contractor (sGs) will 
perform facility inspections and 
certification audits for aquaculture 
farms, hatcheries, processing 
plants and feed mills that apply for 
Bap certification.   

The Bap standards address 
environmental and social responsibility, 
animal welfare, food safety and 
traceability in a voluntary certification 

program for aquaculture facilities. 
successful participants in the Bap 
program are awarded with the “Best 
aquaculture practices Certification” 
mark for use on packaging of seafood 
products, demonstrating to consumers 
a participant’s commitment to providing 
safe and sustainably sourced seafood. 
Last year the Bap certification program 
was successfully benchmarked against 
the Global Food safety Initiative (GFsI) 
food safety requirements, therefore 
seafood processing plants can now 
achieve both Bap certification and 
GFsI compliance through a single 
audit process. “This achievement 
represents a very important step for 

®

sGs in order to meet the food safety 
and sustainability needs of aquaculture 
industry and retailers globally through 
Bap certification” states Rob parrish, 
Vice president Global Food at sGs. 

For more info contact: 
jennifer.buckley@sgs.com



What’s cooking in a mcDonald’s 
kitchen and how does a gourmet 
chef maintain the quality of his 
meals? several journalists from 
consumer and specialist trade 
publications took the chance to 
get an answer to these questions 
during a workshop offered by sGs 
Institut Fresenius. 

The second event of this kind took place 
in Hamburg/Germany and was focused 
on the issue “Quality in Gastronomy”. 
Dr. Christian Hummert, Dirk Lindemann 
and Dr. Roy Hörner informed the 
participants about topics such as: What 
quality standards are appropriate for 
certain price segments or different kinds 
of gastronomy? How has the quality 
level been developed over the past ten 
years? Where do consumers have to 

pay attention? To cover all important 
aspects from fast food to fast casual and 
fine dining the journalists also visited 
restaurants like Vapiano and Tafelhaus, 
run by TV chef Christian Rach. The 
positive feedback by the journalists 
showed the need for projects like 
this. The project was initiated by anke 
Teichgräber, product and marketing 
manager Quality seal. For more info 
contact: anke.teichgraeber@sgs.com
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on 17 may 2011, sGs in 
cooperation with the Chinese 
academy of agricultural 
mechanization sciences (Caams) 
opened a new food testing 
laboratory in Beijing, China.  

The Caams is a national innovation-
oriented enterprise specialising in 
research and development for food 
processing and engineering and is widely 
recognized by the food and agricultural 
industry in China. This partnership further 
strengthens sGs’s relationship with 
the Chinese government to improve 
the level of food safety in China and is 

sGs’s 11th professional food laboratory 
in the country. The addition of this new 
food laboratory to the sGs network will 
significantly enhance both the customer 
service capabilities and efficiency for 
food industry clients in surrounding areas 
of Beijing. 

For more info, please contact:     
michael.zhu@sgs.com  

sGs continues to invest in 
developing world class testing 
capabilities around the globe. 
In our portuguese food testing 
laboratory sGs has invested in 
Kitty IV, a new piece of equipment 
that automates the plating process 
for microbiological food testing. 

This new piece of equipment is capable 
of processing up to 60 samples per hour, 
automatically homogenizing the samples, 
preparing the culture medium, coding 
and sorting the samples. upgrading 

from a manual to an automated process 
has enabled the laboratory to triple the 
volume of its sample handling capacity. 
For sGs clients this translates to 
improvements in quality of service, faster 
turnaround times and more accurate 
results. our network of laboratories and 
capabilities are structured to optimise 
cross-lab synergies, to create specialised 
competence centres, to share best 
practices and to develop new testing 
methods for client and network benefit

For more info, please contact:            
ana.sa@sgs.com

SgS in the newS 
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JournaliStS want more information on food proceSSing 

SgS china openS new food lab in beiJing

SgS portugal inveStS in State-of-the-art food teSting equipment
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expo Riva schuh India is a new 
exhibition event that provides a 
platform for the entire footwear 
industry to come together. It 
is the first trade show in India 
entirely dedicated to footwear and 
leatherwear. 

The fair was organized at pragati 
maidan, new Delhi on July 28-30. 
The fair had different pavilions for 
national and international exhibitors 
with representations from around 200 
countries. sGs presented its leather, 
ppe and footwear testing capabilities. 
about 2,000 visitors attended the fair 
during the three day event. For more 
info on sGs softlines services, contact:         
karen.kyllo@sgs.com

The 21st century brings asia to the 
forefront. The worldwide currency 
fluctuations, the potentially huge 
market, the production of low labor 
costs all contribute to the shift of 
the textile and clothing industry 
to this region. staying in the heart 
of asia, we see the opportunity 
and challenge to produce the right 
quality of products in order to meet 
the mandatory requirement set by 
different new markets.

The seminar “The Challenges and 
opportunities of Fashion and Textile 
Industry in the 21st Century” was 
jointly hosted by sGs Hong Kong Ltd 
and the Vocational Training Council of 
Hong Kong, on may 27 2011 in Hong 
Kong. The seminar was held to help 
the textile and fashion industry adapt to 
the changing market conditions, seize 
opportunities and face new challenges 
ahead. The global apparel supply chain 
network and procurement strategy 
together with an overview of the global 
sourcing environment also was covered. 

experts in the area were invited to 
speak in the seminar and shared with 
the audience information on key issues 
about asian regulatory updates and 
global apparel supply chain network 
and procurement strategy. participants 
including industry leaders from retailers, 
suppliers, buyers, and merchandisers 
gave positive feedback about the 
seminars. We are looking forward for 
future collaborations with our affiliates in 
the fashion and textile industry that bring 
new and innovative insights.

For more info on sGs softlines services, 
contact: karen.kyllo@sgs.com

SgS in the newS 
soFTLInes
SgS exhibitS at expo riva Schuh india

chAllEnGEs And OPPOrtunitiEs in thE 21St century textile induStry

eLeCTRICaL & eLeCTRonICs

SgS and environ launched an excluSive webinar on rohs 2 

sGs and eviron, a leading 
international environmental 
consultancy, held a webinar 
entitled “RoHs2 challenges and 
solutions” on 28 June 2011, 
explaining the impact of the new 
RoHs2 scope, which applies to all 
products that are dependent on 
electrical power to fulfil at least 
one intended function.

The recast eu RoHs Directive 2011/65/
eu (known as RoHs2) became eu 
law after its publication in the official 
Journal of the european Community 
(oJeu) in July 2011. RoHs2 will take 
effect 18 months later. The webinar 
highlighted the new legal obligations 
for importers and distributors that 
apply immediately as soon as the new 
member state Directive takes effect. 
The webinar also explained the impact 
of the RoHs2 Ce marking requirements 

for the manufacturers, where technical 
documentation must include test reports 
wherever applicable. also new RoHs2 
product scopes have been discussed.

For more info on proposed solutions for 
these challenges please contact: 
ee.global@sgs.com. 

You can also view a recording of the 
RoHs 2 webinar. 

http://www.softlines.sgs.com/index.htm
http://www.softlines.sgs.com/index.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/rohs2-challenges-and-solutions-web-seminar-video.htm 


as part of its continuing 
commitment to provide customers 
with the best service and 
resources, sGs has made major 
improvements to its electrical, 
electronics and Wireless facilities 
in the us.  

The new sGs e&e safety lab in 
atlanta is outfitted with state-of-the-
art equipment that ensures accurate 
testing with the newest techniques. 
Capabilities provide testing solutions 
for all e&e markets including medical 
devices, and entertainment electronics, 
office equipment, hazardous location 
equipment, household appliances, 
lighting products and power cords.

 The san Diego Wireless laboratory 
just completed a massive expansion 
including the addition of Gsm and 

WCDma technologies making sGs 
the first wireless lab to provide 
certification test coverage for all major 
cellular technologies under one roof 
including CDma, eVDo, Gsm, GpRs, 
WCDma and LTe. With pTCRB and GCF 
certification testing, sGs has pushed 
their testing services portfolio past the 
competition.  These services also include 
CDma/eVDo test programs for CCF 
Certification, CTIa Certification, Carrier 
safe For network, CDG and stage 1.  
For more info contact:                    
jennifer.dwyer@sgs.com

sGs solar Testhouse now provides 
salt spray Testing services to 
solar manufacturers in order to 
confirm quality conformance to 
international standards, using 
corrosion acceleration in an 
artificial atmosphere. 

In order to verify that solar panels will 
withstand years of exposure in salt-
rich and humid atmospheres, sGs can 
perform salt spray tests in an artificial 
atmosphere that accelerate the natural 

corrosive effects typical in coastal 
regions or at sea. In this way, we can 
simulate many years of equipment’s 
operational exposure to harsh conditions 
in a matter of weeks. 

sGs salt spray testing ensures 
conformance with international 
standards such as IeC 61701:1995 / DIn 
en 61701:2000-8, 60068-2-52 2. ed. 
1996-01 and provides various levels of 
severity, corresponding to progressively 
longer durations of test. Conformance 
is an especially important indicator of 

quality and the sGs solar Testhouse 
certified aleo solar aG , whose s_18 
solar modules passed stringent salt 
spray testing on april 8, 2011.  The test 
involved repeated cycles of spraying 
with a 5% saline solution at ambient 
temperatures of between 15°C and 35°C 
for two hours, followed by 22 hours at 
40°C with a relative humidity of 93%.

For more info on sGs salt spray tests for 
solar modules contact: 
joern.brembach@sgs.com 
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eLeCTRICaL & eLeCTRonICs
maJor improvementS at SgS labS in the uS

SgS Solar teSthouSe offerS Salt Spray teSting & certification of moduleS

sGs solar Testhouse in Germany 
has signed an agreement with the 
China General Certification Center 
(CGC). on 30 June 2011, allowing 
sGs to provide its customers with 
the Chinese CGC mark called 
Golden sun mark Certificate.     

“This agreement is an important 
milestone that will strengthen sGs’ 
certification service portfolio. We can 
now provide a comfortable one-stop 
certification service to our customers 

and thus simplify their global expansion,” 
explains Jörn Brembach, Business 
manager photovoltaics.

Through the status “Golden sun 
Certification approved Laboratory”, solar 
modules tested by our solar Testhouse 
can be accredited by CGC via the 
Golden sun mark Certificate. Thus, solar 
manufacturers can gain access to the 
Chinese market through their usual, IeC 
related certification process. 

Founded in 2003, the CGC is currently 
China’s leading certifier in photovoltaic 

products testing and certification. It 
operates under the licensed authorization 
of the Certification and accreditation 
administration of the people’s Republic 
of China (CnCa). until now, the CGC 
established and executed China’s 
increasingly influential, national 
certification scheme for photovoltaic 
projects - the Golden sun certification.

For more info on sGs solar 
Testing services contact:                              
joern.brembach@sgs.com        

SgS Solar teSthouSe gainS cgc approval for chineSe golden Sun mark

http://www.aleo-solar.de/de/press/1344-aleo-solar-module-passes-most-stringent-salt-spray-test
http://www.ee.sgs.com/solar-testing-services.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/solar-testing-services.htm
http://www.cgc.org.cn/eng/
http://www.ee.sgs.com/solar-testing-services.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/solar-testing-services.htm
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SgS Solar teSthouSe received accreditation in the cb programme

exactly one year after receiving 
national accreditation according 
to DIn en Iso/IeC 17025 from 
Germany’s national accreditation 
Body (Dakks), the sGs solar 
Testhouse achieved the 
international accreditation of the 
IeCee CB program.

“With accreditation of our testing 
laboratory we can significantly shorten 
market-launch times for our customers’ 
solar panels and thus simplify their global 
expansion,” explains Jörn Brembach, 
manager of the sGs solar Test House.

as a national certified body (nCB) and 
one of the five German Certification 
Body testing laboratories (CBTL), sGs 
can now issue internationally recognized 
CB testing certificates and CB testing 

The world’s largest exhibition 
for the solar industry, Intersolar 
europe, drew around 77,000 
visitors and 2,280 exhibitors to 
munich, Germany, between 8-10 
June 2011. This year, the exhibition 
centred on the energy revolution, 
showcasing technological solutions 
for a solar-powered future.

The 2,280 exhibitors presented their 
technologies and services in the fields 
of “photovoltaics”, “pV production 
Technology” and “solar Thermal 
Technology” across an exhibition space 
spanning 168,000 square meters that 
included 15 exhibition halls and an 
outdoor exhibition area. The world’s 
largest exhibition for the solar industry 
once again celebrated significant growth 
in all exhibition areas. 

sGs solar services presented at its 
booth the full capabilities of the sGs 

reports for solar panel manufacturers. 
With a request for an additional national 
certification, a manufacturer that is 
already approved to IeC standards 
only needs to submit the CB testing 
certificate and the CB testing report 
together with a supplementary sheet 
on the national variations and is thereby 
given priority.

For more info contact:                              
joern.brembach@sgs.com  

network in the field of solar technologies, 
including its newly awarded Certification 
Body (CB) accreditation. The high 
number of visitors at the sGs booth at 
Intersolar 2011 highlights the market’s 
interest in fast, high quality qualification 
solutions for solar technologies. 

sGs solar services team is looking 
forward to hosting you at its booth at the 
pVseC exhibiton, in Hamburg, Gemany 
at the beginning of september. For 
more info on sGs solar Testing services 
contact: joern.brembach@sgs.com 

sGs sOlAr sErvicEs ExhiBitEd At intErsOlAr 2011

a Sneak preview at the newS itemS in the next medical deviceS newSletter

The great reader response 
received by the first issue of 
the newly-created sGs medical 
Devices (mD) newsletter in may 
2011, has further motivated our 
experts in the field of medical 
Devices to bring out an even more 
informative second issue. The next 
mD newsletter is due to come out 
towards the end of september 
but we are now giving you a quick 
update of the topics it will cover.

sGs medical devices experts from 
global team have decided to share with 
you their knowledge and experience 
on new regulations and technologies 
to help companies gain or maintain a 
competitive advantage on their target 
markets. 

The sGs medical Devices newsletter 
is being sent out to those interested in 
the medical devices industry whenever 
major technological or regulatory 
developments occur, offering access to 
objective information to help companies 
take sound business decisions.

The next issue of the mD newsletter will 
include: 

  an article on how the performance 
of notified Bodies can be improved

  the IeC 60601 -1-11 standard

  an update on the medical Devices 
Directive recast

  new regulations in saudi arabia

  an update on the relevant standards 
and guidelines

  a wide range of learning 
opportunities offered by the sGs 
network

subscribe to the sGs medical Devices 
newsletter or find more info on sGs 
services for medical Devices. 

http://www.ee.sgs.com/sgs-solar-test-house.htm
http://www.ee.sgs.com/solar-testing-services.htm
http://www.sgs.com/subscribe_ssc_v2.htm?lobId=5554
http://www.sgs.com/subscribe_ssc_v2.htm?lobId=5554
http://www.medicaldevices.sgs.com/index.htm
http://www.medicaldevices.sgs.com/index.htm
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In June 2011, sGs has opened a 
new large-scale juvenile products 
testing laboratory in aix en 
provence, France.     

The new facility will provide a wide 
spectrum of juvenile products testing 
services to prepare manufacturers, 
retailers and importers to meet quality 
standards in the eu market. sGs can 
test high chairs, beds, cradles, playpens 
and changing tables according to 
respectively en 14988, en 716, en 

With the coming into force of the 
mandatory toys safety standard 
(snI) in Indonesia in 2012 and 
market demand for safe toys 
in europe and america, sGs 
Indonesia has opened a new toy 
testing lab for toys up to 14+ years 
covering both soft and plastic toys. 

our testing service covers the following 
standards and regulations:

  en 71 

  asTm F963

  as/nZs Iso 8124

  CpsC 16 CFR

  snI Iso 8124

  phthalates ReaCH annex XVII

  azo Dyes ReaCH annex XVII

  Cadmium ReaCH annex XVII

and the following tests:

  physical, mechanical & chemical test 

  Flammability test

  Washability test

  Lead content test

  Cadmium content test

  phthalates content test

our lab is strategically located in 
Jakarta near the most important toy 
manufacturing region in the country. 
The new laboratory complements sGs’s 
global network of toys laboratories 
located in europe, asia and americas.  
For more info contact: 
consumertesting.indonesia@sgs.com

Conscious of increased demand 
for furniture testing, sGs opened a 
new furniture laboratory in serbia 
(Beograd) in June 2011.      

sGs serbia has achieved accreditation 
for the following tests covering seating 
furniture, storage furniture as well as 
stools and tables for pre-school and 
school institutions:

  stability

  Durability

  surface resistibility

  Quality of materials

  Correctness of workmanship

The new laboratory complements sGs’s 
global network of furniture laboratories 
located in europe, asia and americas. 
sGs offers a comprehensive range 
of testing services globally including 
flammability, chemical and fabric tests 
and offers value-added services including 
certification (Gs mark, CaRB, etc), audit 
and inspection services. 

For further information please email:  
sgs.beograd@sgs.com and visit      
www.sgs.com/furniture.

1130, en 12227, en 12221, en 71-2 & -3 
(stability, mechanical /physical strength, 
small parts, flammability, chemicals 
testing, labeling checking, etc).

sGs France has long achieved CoFRaC 
accreditation for toys and food contact 
materials as well as for childcare 
articles including baby bottles, soothers 
and feeding equipment. sGs proven 
expertise and experience in testing 
toys, furniture, articles and materials 
in contact with food, will actually give 
you a competitive advantage in the 

development of your juvenile products 
for the eu market. 

In europe, another 15 standards covering 
juvenile products should be published in 
the coming years. our French experts 
stay on top of these changes to ensure 
our clients are aware of upcoming 
changes and consider them as early as 
possible in their development process. 
our global network of first class 
technical experts can support you for all 
your juvenile products needs in the us, 
Brazil, China, etc. For more info contact: 
aude.caplet@sgs.com

SgS in the newS 
HaRDGooDs, ToYs & JuVenILe pRoDuCTs
SgS unveilS new Juvenile productS lab in aix en provence, france

new toyS teSting lab in indoneSia

new furniture capabilitieS in Serbia
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sGs EvEnts sEPtEmBEr - nOvEmBEr 2011

event country location dateS induStry trade Show 
/ conference

booth 
no. if any

contact perSon

Failure Damage 
Analysis Seminar

China Shanghai September 2 Automotive Conference N/A george.ding@sgs.com

EcoGen 2011 Australia Brisbane              Sept. 4 - Sept. 7 Clean Energy 
Industry

Conference N/A amy.kauler@sgs.com  

PVSEC Hamburg Germany Hamburg              
(Trade Center)

Sept. 5 - Sept. 9 Electrical & 
Electronics (E&E)

Trade Show / 
Conference

B6 / B35 ines.alte@sgs.com

Environmental 
Compliance Seminar 
for the Electronics 

Industry

UK London September 7 Electrical & 
Electronics (E&E)

Seminar N/A ian.allard@sgs.com

2011 Q-LAB Auto & 
Parts Seminar

China Shanghai September 15 Automotive Conference N/A jules.wang@sgs.com

Séminaire agro-
alimentaire

France Rouen September 15 Food Conference N/A karine.debergue@sgs.com

Kind + Jugend 2011 Germany Cologne          
(Exhibition Center)

Sept. 15 - Sept. 18 Toys & Juvenile 
Products

Trade Show Hall 11.1 / 
Booth G-052

stephanie.pionchon@sgs.com

2nd China Auto Safety 
System Technology & 
Applications Summit

China Tianjin Sept. 21 - Sept. 22 Automotive Conference N/A george.ding@sgs.com      
jules.wang@sgs.com        
jason-wf.lu@sgs.com

eCarTec Munich Germany Munich                  
(Fair & Trade Centre)  

Oct. 18 - Oct. 20 Electrical & 
Electronics (E&E)

Trade Show / 
Conference

Hall A5 / 
Booth 616

ines.alte@sgs.com

2nd Annual China 
Commercial Vehicle 

Summit

China Weihai Oct. 27 - Oct. 28 Automotive Conference N/A davis.li@sgs.com
george.ding@sgs.com

jason.lu@sgs.com

Car Testing & 
Electronic China 2011

China Shanghai Nov. 3 - Nov. 4 Automotive Trade Show / 
Conference

N/A tony.he@sgs.com

EV Battery Forum China Shanghai Nov. 7 - Nov. 10 Automotive Conference N/A george.ding@sgs.com             
jason-wf.lu@sgs.com

Functional Safety 
Training

India Bangalore Nov. 14 - Nov. 18 Automotive Training N/A swati.tyagi@sgs.com

For more events, please check the online events calendar.

http://www.ecogen2011.com/
http://www.photovoltaic-conference.com/  
http://www.uk.sgs.com/cts-seminar/e_e_product_compliance__emc__rohs__wee_and_related_standards_uk_-_cts_seminar.htm
http://www.uk.sgs.com/cts-seminar/e_e_product_compliance__emc__rohs__wee_and_related_standards_uk_-_cts_seminar.htm
http://www.uk.sgs.com/cts-seminar/e_e_product_compliance__emc__rohs__wee_and_related_standards_uk_-_cts_seminar.htm
http://www.uk.sgs.com/cts-seminar/e_e_product_compliance__emc__rohs__wee_and_related_standards_uk_-_cts_seminar.htm
http://www.auto-testing.net/news/tebiebaodao/20110621/3443.html
http://www.auto-testing.net/news/tebiebaodao/20110621/3443.html
http://www.fr.sgs.com/fr/seminaire-agro-alimentaire-information-request.htm
http://www.fr.sgs.com/fr/seminaire-agro-alimentaire-information-request.htm
http://www.kindundjugend.com/en/kindundjugend/home/index.php
http://www.china4auto.com/
http://www.china4auto.com/
http://www.china4auto.com/
http://www.ecartec.de/index.php?id=4
http://www.noppen.com.cn/events/china_truck/china_truck.asp
http://www.noppen.com.cn/events/china_truck/china_truck.asp
http://www.noppen.com.cn/events/china_truck/china_truck.asp
http://cartesting.cn/en/index.html
http://cartesting.cn/en/index.html
http://www.evbatteryforum.com/
http://www.sgs-tuev-saar.com/en/business-lines/automotive/functional-safety/training/schulungen-automotive.html
http://www.sgs-tuev-saar.com/en/business-lines/automotive/functional-safety/training/schulungen-automotive.html
http://www.sgs.com/news_center/sgs_events.htm
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SafeguardS
sTaY on Top oF aLL ReGuLaToRY CHanGes WITHIn YouR InDusTRY! safeGuards, are sGs technical 
bulletins concentrating on new product standards, regulations and test methods. They are written by sGs 
experts and dispatched on a weekly basis. Find below a selection of safeGuards titles from the past weeks. 
subscribe to safeGuards: www.sgs.com/Consumersubscribe
Browse the safeGuards Library: www.sgs.com/safeguards  

SgS publicationS

conSumer productS
  minimum Wages Going up across China in 2011 - read the bulletin

  Connecticut Ban of Bpa in Receipt paper - read the bulletin

  us CpsC approves 100 ppm Lead Content Limit in Children’s products - read the 
bulletin

electrical & electronicS 
  RoHs II published in the official Journal of the european union - read the bulletin

  Indian Regulation on electric and electronic equipment - read the bulletin

food 
  Japan strictly monitors Furazolidone Contamination in shrimp products - read the 

bulletin

  new eu Food Labelling Rules? - read the bulletin

hardgoodS, toyS & Juvenile productS
  Brazil Compulsory Certification for Infant Cradles - read the bulletin

  us new proposed Legislation amending the CpsIa - read the bulletin

  First Toy standard en 71-1:2011 harmonized under 2009/48/eC - read the bulletin

  CaRB updates: extension of sell through dates for certain composite wood 
products - read the bulletin

SoftlineS 
  new us Tariff Rules on Footwear may Become effective in september - read the 

bulletin

  FTC seeks public Comments on Care Label Instructions - read the bulletin

sGs compiles recall cases notified in the eu, us and australia for consumer goods. 
They can help you minimize costly recalls by increasing your awareness of recall cases 
related to your business. sGs product Recalls is now offered for no charge, and is 
included twice per month in the sGs safeGuards publication. 

Browse the product Recalls library: www.sgs.com/productrecalls
subscribe to product Recalls: www.sgs.com/Consumersubscribe

product recallS

http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards13011-cn-minimum-wage-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13611-connecticut-ban-of-bpa-in-receipt-paper-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13211-us-cpsc-approves-100%20ppm-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13211-us-cpsc-approves-100%20ppm-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards12311-RoHS-II-published-in-the-Official-Journal-of-the-European-Union-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-14811-indian-regulation-on-electric-and-electronic-equipment-a4-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13711-japan-strictly-monitors-furazolidone-contamination-in-shrimp-products-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13711-japan-strictly-monitors-furazolidone-contamination-in-shrimp-products-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-14911-new-eu-food-labelling-rules-approved-by-the-european-parliament-a4-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13311-brazil-compulsory-certification-for-infant-cradles-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-12911-new-proposed-legislation-amending-the-cpsia-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-11211-First-toy-standard-EN-71-1-2011-harmonised-under-200948EC-A4-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/SGS-Safeguards-11811-Extension-of-the-sell-through-dates-for-certain-Composite-Wood-Products-EN-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13811-new-us-tariff-rules-on-footwear-may-become-effective-in-september-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13811-new-us-tariff-rules-on-footwear-may-become-effective-in-september-en-11.pdf
http://newsletter.sgs.com/eNewsletterPro/uploadedimages/000006/sgs-safeguards-13511-ftc-seeks-public-comments-on-care-label-instructions-en-11.pdf


get them when they come out!

subscribe to “Consumer Compact”, 
and “safeGuards & product Recalls”

To subscribe click here.

SubScriptionS

for enquirieS 

please contact:
consumer.products@sgs.com

© 2011 sGs sa. all rights reserved. This newsletter is a publication of sGs sa. It is intended to provide general information 
on a particular subject or  subjects and is not an exhaustive treatment of such subject(s). accordingly, the information in 
this newsletter is not intended to constitute  consulting or other professional advice or services. This newsletter is provided 
“as is” and sGs sa does not warrant that the information contained therein will be error-free or will meet any particular 
criteria of performance or quality. sGs sa expressly disclaims all implied warranties including, without limitation, warranties 
of merchantability, title, fitness for a particular purpose, non-infringement, security and accuracy. The information may not 
be quoted or referred to in any other publication or proceeding without the prior written consent of sGs sa.

contactS

americaS

Consumer Testing services,
a Division of sGs north america Inc
291 Fairfield ave, 
07004 Fairfield, nJ, usa
Tel: +1 973 575 5252
Fax: +1 973 575 7175
e-mail: uscts.inquiries@sgs.com

aSia

sGs HonG KonG LTD.
5-8/F & 28/F, metropole square,
on Yiu street, siu Lek Yuen
shatin, n.T. Hong Kong, saR
Tel: +852 2334 4481
Fax: +852 21447001
e-mail: mktg.hk@sgs.com

europe

sGs s.a. sGs unITeD KInGDom LTD.
saunders House,
52-53 The mall
W5 3Ta  ealing, London 
united Kingdom  
Tel: +44 (0) 203 008 7860
Fax: +44 (0) 203 008 7870
e-mail: gb.cts.sales@sgs.com

middle eaSt

sGs sGeKs a.s. aBIDe-I
Hurriyet Cad. Gecit
sk. no.10 sisli Istanbul, Turkey
Tel: +90 212 368 40 00
Fax: +90 212 296 47 82/83
e-mail: sgs.turkey@sgs.com

auStralia

sGs ausTRaLIa pTY.LTD
10 Reid Road, perth International airport,
newburn Wa 6105, australia
Tel: +61 1300 765 725 
Fax: +61 8 9373 3556
e-mail: au.cts@sgs.com
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regional contactS

editorial team

Jennifer Buckley - FooD

silke Hilmer - 
eLeCTRICaL & eLeCTRonICs

stéphanie pionchon - 
HaRDGooDs, ToYs &             
JuVenILe pRoDuCTs

susanne sun - soFTLInes

swati Tyagi - auTomoTIVe

emilie Viengchaleune - susTaInaBILITY

mary Lau - eDIToRIaL Team 
assIsTanT

www.SgS.com/ctS

For the contact details of a specific 
sGs branch visit our sGs oFFICes 
WoRLDWIDe web page.

http://www.sgs.com/ConsumerSubscribe
http://www.sgs.com/contact_us.htm
http://www.sgs.com/contact_us.htm
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